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–

when Congress confronted the Nation’s air 

the Clean Air Act’s
“ ” provision and Congress’

correspondingly stopped shy of accepting Professor Joseph Sax’s vision 
—
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

 

 
  
 Congress’  

  
 The Clean Air Act’s Muted History  

 
  

Federalism’s Preemptive Check  

 
 

  

 

Dormant Commerce Clause’s Aging Burden

–

–

’ –
(holding that a Pennsylvania officer is not liable “for county rates, and levies” to the county 

2
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

— —

’
“

”

“ ”

–
’ –

“Dual federalism,” explains , “died 
for a reason” by 1950

’ –

The “New” Presumption Against Preemption

–

3
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

“ ”

–

– (stating statutory construction must “focus on the plain 
best evidence of Congress’ pre

intent” (quoting CSX Transp., Inc. v. Easterwood, 507 U.S. 658, 664 (1993)))

“The pr
federal environmental statutes is a ‘cooperative federalism’ model.” Robert Percival, 

(proposing emissions tax or a “cap trade system” as possible policy responses)

’

–

“ ”).

4
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

— —

(dismissing the plaintiffs’ federal common law public nuisance claims)

–

–

’

Affirming the Department of Ecology’s Denial of Petition for Rule Making at 8,

–
–

What’s Old Is New Again: State Common

e to the Supreme Court’s 

the Clean Air Act & Tort Law: Is the Angel’s Share Actually 

5
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

’s drafters

’

’ the CAA’s drafters

(“Attempting to simultaneously resolve air pollution issues using common law claims will 
condone the use of multiple standards throughout the nation.”)

–

–

6
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

’
’s

’

—

’

—

–

7
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

and Liability Act’s (

— —

“ ”

“
’

” “

”

–

’

–

’

“ ”

The court found this claim “unavailing,” concluding that the “ tate law here neither ‘penalizes 
what federal law requires’ nor ‘directly conflicts’ with federal law ”

became “insubstantial” because federal law did not require the use of MT

-

8
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

’
“

”

“

”
“

”

—
—a preemption defense that MTBE “was the only feasible means of complying with the” 

CCA “oxygenate mandate.”
-

–

’

expressly “preserved” by the Act. The Court, then, limited the savings clause’s scope 

applying the originating source state’s law. –
same analysis to the Vermont landowners’ claims involving alleged air pollution from the New 

Ouellette v. Int’l Paper Co.
’s application, commenting that “[e]ven though a state’s 

source state.”
Unheard: Savings Clauses’ Rocky Judicial 

’

9
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

“ ”

“

rejecting appellants’ savings 
EPA’s approval to use high sulfur fuel preempted common 

–

–

that those cases predated the Supreme Court’s decision in 
’ c’y ’

ted Appellees’
appellees’

observed in 2001, that “[s]ince 1981, 

the federal common law cause of action in nuisance,” and that “[t]h
functional surrogate for the preempted common law nuisance claim.”

—

10
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

”

“ ”

’

’

“
” until “ ”

–
–

9 (citing Int’l Paper Co. v. Ouellette, 
–

savings clause, [and] the states’ rights savings clause

11
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

“
”

“ ”
’

“ ”

“
”

“ ” “

”

“
”

–

–

12
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

’
’

’

“ ” “
”

“ ”

“

” ’

“

”
’

’

–

– According to the court, “a textual comparison of the two savings clauses 
at issue demonstrates there is no meaningful difference between them.”
196 (“

”).

–
asserted that the decision would “set[] a dangerous and unworkable prece

assert would upend the CAA’s careful balance of federal and state regulatory 

principles.”

On remand, the court denied the plaintiffs’ 

ners’ claims against an 

13
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

“ ”

electric utility’s emissions of dust and coal 

involved the “nation’s largest municipal trash incinerator ” 

EPA’s efforts, a successful gambit that occurred without Detroit 

“the Michigan legislature has clearly left to the state courts 

quality” and that “it is to the expertise of the agencies.” 

Interestingly, part of the court’s analysis 

Appellees’ Brief at 5, 

Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss). –

–
Diageo’s c

permit, which specifically authorized the company to “maintain ‘warehouse storage operations 
for aging whiskey in 55 gallon barrels.’” 

–
The permits classified emissions from the aging process as “fugitive”—

–
“

”

14
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

’

“Prohibition of Nuisances.”
Appellees’ Brief

–
–

Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs’ First Amended Complaint

—
at 37 (“Plaintiffs’ claims would 

”); 
49 (“ ”).

preemption, that “the pre emptive force of a statute is so ‘extraordinary’ that it ‘
one stating a federal claim.’” 

There, plaintiffs alleged defendant’

’rs of S
–

m’rs of S

15
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

“‘ ’
’
”

’ “

” ’

“
” “ ‘

’”

“
”

“requirement” embraced common law claims. 

that the states rights’ clause naturally 
–

The court opined how, absent clear statutory language, “principles of federalism and 
respect for states’ rights would likely” militate a

“ ”

–
–

conflict preemption and instead focuses on chaotic results, Congress’

16
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

’ —
“ ‘ ’”

“ ”
’

’

’s

’ ’
’

’

Clean Air Act Doesn’t Preempt State Tort Claims

the court’s rationale seemingly strayed too far into the legislative realm of deciding what is best 
by employing “vague notions of ‘field and conflict preemption principles.’”

— —

—

–
–

at 297 (“
. . . .”); at 298 (“The system of statutes and regulations addressin

of interests seeking to press upon them a variety of air pollution policies.”); (“The real question 
–

framework that Congress through the EPA has refined over many years.”); 

17
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

’

CAA’s 

’

CAA § 126 provides the “primary process for states to address 
”); 

(“
.”)

at 302 (“[W]hile public nuisance l
it does so at such a level of generality as to provide almost no standard of application.”). The court 

–
–

, “[i]f TVA is in 

nuisance standards.”

18
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

“ ”
“

”

— —

prior “private rights of control or recovery.”

“reasonable 
opportunity for citizen participation” into their constitutions.

(“The legislative and 
—

electorate’s value preferences, 
—

judiciary to make and implement basic environmental policy decisions.”).

The Judiciary Committee at the time observed how, “[a]lthough the theory of an informed 

te which affirmatively provides for that information.” 
the Administrative Conference of the United States recommended expanding the public’s access 

–

–
Lack of public engagement became an early problem with NEPA’s implementation. 

19
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

’

—

“

— ”

“ ‘ ’ ” “

defended challenges by claiming that plaintiffs who might satisfy the APA’s language of 
“aggrieved” parties might still need to confront sovereign immunity. 

–

“[t]here stands at the threshold a veritable Cerberus against intruders into the sacred precincts 

of the Constitution of the United States.” Louis L. Jaffe,
–

20
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

” “

”
“ ”

“
”

’

’

—

“

Sax) viewed public interest litigation as effectively “class action” lawsuits. 

Sive cited approvingly New York Congressmen Richard Ottinger’s proposal for allowing class 

). Sax’s scholarship, according to 
the judiciary to “balance[] the private 

needs of an emerging market economy with the continuing solidary functions of property”—

He accepted the ostensible “charge . . . that agencies are not
the public interest.” Joseph L. Sax, 

’ 0). Litigation might be the “only tool for genuine citizen 
participation in the operative process of government.” 

–
e little thought to the question: “

survive the rule of the expert?” 

’ – –

21
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

”

“ ’

”

“ ”
“

”

“The Most Successful Environmental Idea I Ever Had ” 

, Senator Gaylord Nelson explains Hayes’s role in the first Earth Day. Letter from Sen. 

–
–

serve as the “prime political entity.” Louis Jaffe, 

effectively calling “balls” and “strikes” rather 

the Federal Communications Commission. Office of Commc’n of the 

ng Chief Justice Robert’s 

1466, 1474 (1980). Indeed, Ackerman asserts that the 1970 Act’s drafters 
believed “the New Deal agency had failed.”

22
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

“
’
” “ ” ’s work

’

“ ”

–

Reuel Schiller labels a “full scale assault” on agency 
–14. “Many . . . political scientists” responded 

by advocating for “an activist judiciary” that could serve “as the institution [capable of] 

interested pressure groups.” 
that Sax exhibited that attitude by championing the role of the judiciary as a “democratiz[ing]” 
force for the “administrative process.” “shoul
sight of litigation as a technique that legitimately feeds into the political process.” Sax

Sax’s skepticism about agencies and instead “submit[ted] that 

of the courts and judges than for those of the administrative agencies and administrators.” Sive, 
, at 629. “The problem,” according of “the restoration and maintenance of 

by the courts.” 

“[i]t is the thesis of many environmentalists that the 
administrative agencies and bureaus have failed and that we must look to the courts for action.” 

– The courts, he posited, “are not equipped to perform” the 

at Michigan’s law school, “draft a bill that would be a new tool to help protect the environment.”
A ‘History’ of the Michigan Environmental Protection Act of 1970

, 2016) (noting how the history was written at Sax’s request).

lleged “expert” agency administrators.

23
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

— — “
” “

”

’

, at 1404. Consequently, Sax’s original vision exhibited little tolerance for 
deference, favoring instead the judiciary’s ability to examine whether decisions promoted clearly 

might be a “more making” than administrators. Sax, 

’
d in spring 1969, the Michigan House Bill 3055 effectively “deputized 

any citizen willing to go to court to become a defender of the state’s environment.” Michigan’s 
Governor proclaimed that the law “would create ‘a totally new and bold kind of ‘common law’ 
where the public trust in our environment is concerned.’” 

Upon signing the legislation, Michigan’s governor urged that other 

Michigan’s Environmental Protectio
. 1003, 1005 (1972). Professor Sax’s co

The statute furthers a Michigan constitutional provision, which provides that “[t]he conservation 

safety and general welfare of the people.”

According to Sax, “[m]any courts
constrained by the absence of a theory of citizens’ rights to environmental quality and by a concern 
that courts are not equipped to adjudicate those rights.” –
therefore, believed the court’s first task would require “identifying the nature of public rights in 

” 
within the common law tradition “freed from excessive deference to the decisions, and the records 
made, by administrative officials. In short,” he added, “public rights must be removed from the 

which bureaucrats now have upon them and returned to their true ‘owners’—
members of the public.” . Consequently, Sax’s vision promoted “not only a procedural 

statute expanding the scope of standing to sue,” but “also, in and of itself
law.”

24
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

“
”

“
” “

”

’

’

’
’

’

–

–
’ –

25
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

—

“ ”

–

“
”

ed his colleagues that the legislation’s goal would be 
all citizens “a federally guaranteed right to a pollution free environment.” 117 

necessary to avoid the limitations on citizens’ ability to initiate qui tam (or private attorney 

Res., & the Env’t of the 

—

–

Administration’s position
–

26
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

“ ”

’

—

’
’

’

—
’

prosecution provisions underscore Congress’s decision to focus first on state or federal 

(“The House bill did not 
include a provision for citizen suits.”)
the provision, “with certain limitations.”

“The C
rests with State and local government.” “The Secretary 

ocedures.” “If the Secretary and State and local agencies should fail in their responsibility, 

suit provisions of section 304.” 
(provision “complement[s] and encourage[s]” abatement efforts and is not a substitute for 

–

27
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

“ ” “

”

“

”
“ ”

“ ”
“

”

–

– that, “[w]hether abatement were sought by an agency or 

.”

(“The section does not, however, affect in any way whatever remedies such 
”). The original Committee 

Print preserved rights “under any other law to seek enforcement of such standards or any other 
relief.” 
Committee further reported that “[c]omplianc
defense to a common law action for pollution damages.” And the Committee added “that 

vailable.” 
“nor does it provide for damage or nuisance actions”). According 

ller, “[i]t is clear from the legislative history of Clean Air Act § 304 that 
d no intent to create a cause of action for damages under the Clean Air Act.” Miller,

–

–

That provision only preempts states’ authority to impose numeric limits on emissions themselves. 
ne Mfrs. Ass’n v. S. Coast Air Quality Mgmt. Dist., 541 U.S. 246, 251 (2004); Ass’n of 

28
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

“
”

“ ”

ause of Congress’s decision in 1967 to treat mobile sources differently 

—
–

–
aff’d

–
Collier, Shannon, Rill, and Edwards’

‘“relief as may be appropriate”’

contrary to the theme of “enforcement . . . through a federal state cooperative program.” 

29
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

“ ”

“ ”

“ ”
“ ”

’ —
— “ ”

“
”

memorandum on the Sax Act, prepared by Michigan Governor’s legal adviser. 116 
–

ward “any other 
appropriate order,” prompting one witness to assume the language “may be sufficient to permit a 

tions.” —

Conference Report notes that “[o]ther rights to seek enforcement
provision of law were not affected,” a few paragraphs later altering its language slightly by noting 
“[
or common law is not affected.” –

Middleton, Comm’r, Nat

30
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

“ ”

believed “nothing contained 

.” 
acknowledged Preiser’s stature. 116 –

Members also expressed concern about affording prevailing parties’ fees and costs, and 
conversely protecting against “frivolous harassing actions.”

provision would be “almost completely worthless for the foreseeable future.” Letter from Peter 

–

(“
”).

–

Senator Muskie referred to “the question of class actions, for citizen suits to enforce violations of 
standards.” 

Shannon’s 

–
but observed that the provision “as drafted represents an 

osals for class action suits in the environmental field.” 
—

31
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

“ ”
’

’ “
”

’

–

of “active participation of all concerned citizens, working at the 
local level” to solve the environmental crisis);

–

– Nature’s Statesman: The Enduring 
’

. 233 (2000) (summarizing Muskie’s environmental law legacy); Robert F. Blomquist, 

’ ing Muskie’s greatest 

. 226 (2015) (describing Muskie’s involvement 

. 1073, 1075 (1970) (“The elaboration and refinement of common

needs and has failed to keep pace with the progress that we have made through legislation.”).

32
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

“ ”

“
”

“ ”
“ ”

CAA’s drafters

Ecology Comes of Age: NEPA’s Lost 
’

–

– –

and even echoed Sax’s distrust of agencies “I must 

small.” – Frank’s 

the appropriateness of Prosser’s efforts to encourage “public nuisance” actions. 

standing, which is an inquiry beyond this Article’s focus. –

“fuse[d]” the 
—

33
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

“ ” “
”

“ ”

“
” “

” “

”

the 1963 Act’s enforcement program operated better than 
–

, “depart[ed]” considerably from the prior law, by 
taking on “the look and feel of a modern regulatory statute.”

–

Control Act’s role in fighting water pollution); Robert L. Glicksman, 

– Barry’s article, in particular, explores the difficulty of 

– left the courts “determin[ing] in each 
pollution was in fact harmful to the health and welfare of individuals.” 

at 1111. In 1961, Congress expanded abatement authority to include “pollution caused or 
contributed to by discharges within the same state in which the ‘health or welfare of persons’ is 
endangered.” 
Pollution Control Act, Congress made “subject to abatement the discharge of matter which 

waters.” 

, at 81, 84. The 1963 Act further “required the Department [of 

n uniform state law, and interstate compacts.” 

34
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

“ ”

“
”

The second problem facing the CAA’s drafters’

“ ”

“
”

–

EPA noted how “federal ” under 
the 1967 Act “was limited to 
the governor of the state involved.” Terry A. Trumbull, 

’ –

–

–

– industry’s fight against efforts to 

35
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

“

”
’

“ ”

’

–

–

–

, 930 (Cal. 1911) (“To permit the cement company to continue its operations, even

— e law.”); 
Refining Co. v. Godfrey, 158 F. 225, 230 (8th Cir. 1907) (“[W]e do not think the fact that an 

is clear that on one hand a right is violated and on the other a wrong committed.”); Mountain 

Juergensmeyer wrote how “[m]ost courts have reached the result of allowing air pollution as long 
as the pollution is not unreasonable or unnecessary by ‘balancing the equities’ between property

sserting their right to use their property as they wish.” Juergensmeyer, 

36
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

“[

”

’ (2011). Although “Ducktown smelter smoke had 
drifted across the border for more than half a century,” the politics, optics, and changing southern 

– defendant’s lawyer o

–

– –
–

–

–

“did every
damage” might justify 

–

whether defendant controlled emissions to the “maximum efficient extent, cons
methods of control”); State v. Lloyd A. Fry Roofing Co., 158 N.W.2d –

Corp., 86 A.2d 1, 8 (N.J. 1952) (“

”).
–

37
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

CAA’s drafters

’
— —

“
”

“
”

“
”

Prosser’s exp

—

, at 826. Antolini adds that one idea Wechsler posited was “that courts 
ions in nuisance cases.”

. 69, 70 (2005) (arguing that the Supreme Court has “used federalism and its 
concern over states’ rights to greatly narrow the scope of Congress’s powers”); Karen V. Jordan, 

1149, 1156 (1998) (“[P]reemption turns on an assessment of the state and federal law and whether 
Congress intended the federal law to invalidate a challenged state law.”); Susan J. Stabile, 

1, 2 (1995) (“Express preemption provisions have frequently led to results that are questionable 
on the merits and that give insufficient attention to federalism concerns.”).

38
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

“

”

’

–
the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978’s preemptive effect of implied good faith and fair dealing 

—

–
“state law is 

. . .” 
“two cornerston

jurisprudence,” noting Congress’
state authority there must be “clear and manifest purpose” to upset state authority.

ue involves an area of “traditional state regulation,” the Court is 
to upset allegedly “historic police powers” without a “clear and manifest” congressional 

“
” then Congress’ intent to preempt must be “clear and manifest” (

Cuomo v. Clearing House Ass’n, 

39
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FLORIDA LAW REVIEW

“ ‘ ’” “ ”
“

’
”

“
”

“[W]e have 

state law.” 

thus warranting proceeding “cautiously.” 
–

Comm’rs —

–

the federal Natural Gas Act “reveals nothing which s
actions” for property damages “through which pipelines run are preempted”). The 

40
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POLICING FEDERAL SUPREMACY

“ ”

“
”

“ ”

“

that Congress expressly “saved states’ CAA powers from preemption”)—

except where Congress expressly “saved” state law.

Simmons v. Sabine River Auth. La., 732 F.3d 469, 476 (5th Cir. 2013) (“Because the 
state law property damage claims at issue here infringe on FERC’s operational control, we hold 

state tort law, must set the appropriate duty of care for dam operators.”). 
Fed. Energy Regulatory Comm’n, 495 U.S. 490, 4

v. Wash. Dep’t 
–

the analysis employs “a kind of rhetorical ‘penumbra’” of federal power over 

–

of “interfere with each other.”
–
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” ’s t

’ —

’

’

–

all state laws “contrary to the treaty of peace were to be repealed—
terms.” Jay’s remarks. Nelson, 

Jay’s treaty and whether 

James Wilson’s statement that 

Story’s Commentaries similarly responded that “treaties constitute solemn compacts of 

”

“grossly disregarded” treaty obligations “under the confederation.” 

– Nelson’s portrayal of a “repeal” framework, 
—

too cannot do it justice. The doctrine, however, reflected the framers’ appreciation 

entities, in this case the federal government, necessarily needed to be “supreme.” 
James Madison suggested that the “evil of 

necessitated some “controuling [sic] power.” Letter from James Madison to Thomas Jefferson 

the Court assumed “that the historic police powers of the States were not to be superseded by the 
ifest purpose of Congress.” 

“be construed to conflict with, or to authorize any conflict with, or in any way to impair or limit 
” 

–
would cooperate with state officials, “the power, jurisdiction, and authority conferred upon [him] 
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’

“ ”

“

”
“

”

lusive with respect to all persons.” –

“when the United States has exercised its exclusive powers over interstate commerce so far 

can annul them.” 250 U.S. 566, 569 (1919)

the Court’s “exaggerated application of the doctrine of preemption created a no man’s land of 
idden to handle.” Jaffe, 

preempt state tort libel actions for statements made “during labor disputes.”

Plumbers’ Union v. Borden 373 U.S. 690 (1963), the Court concluded the states’ 
interest in “redressing malicious libel is ‘so deeply rooted in local feeling and responsibility’ that” 
it would “not infer that Congress had deprived the States of the power to act.” 

–

–65. The Court’s liberals, Chief Justice 

such lawsuits would arm “disputants with the weapon of libel suits” and “jeopardize[] the measure 
management relations.” 

statutes could not indirectly encroach upon the federal patent system by protecting activity “of a 
kind that clashes with the objectives of the federal patent laws.” Sears, Roebuck & Co. v. Stiffel 

–
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“
”

’

’

’

“
” ’ “

”

312 U.S. at 67. Justice Black also invoked the Wagner Act’s purpose when
restricting Florida’s ability to require that business agents for labor unions

–
–

–

–
–
–
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Similar considerations affected the Court’s 

’

—

’
—

–

– –
–

Brandeis noted how New York’s regulation fell within an accepted exercise of the 
state’s police power. –
three rules governed: (1) indirect effects on commerce would not necessarily “cut the 
from” a permissible exercise of state police power
the “purpose” of the federal law would be “frustrated and its provisions be refused their natural 
effect,” but the mere entry into the field by Congress would not supersede state law “unless the 

tate”; and (3) 
the state’s exercise of authority “direct[ly]” and “positive[ly]” conflicted with the 

the Act’s passage. –

Act occupied the field and removed Georgia’s ability to regulate the doors on an engine firebox 
and Wisconsin’s ability to require a cab curtain. –
involved an exercise of the state’s traditional police power and, absent any actual conflicting 

Brandeis asked whether “the legislation of Congress 
ire field of regulating locomotive equipment?” 

–

–

–
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“

.”

“
”

on that its provisions were “exclusive of state 
regulation.”

–
“

” 

that preemption would require a “clearly manifested” expression of congressional intent.
by distinguishing between when “a State was 

exercising its historic powers over such traditionally local matters” and 
“grave questions as to the propriety 

a federal system.” 
–

–

–
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—

–
–

Douglas’

State authority, or the State’s claim is in

–
Justice Douglas, however, reflected the Court’s majority

Jackson rejected the argument that state authority could proceed “until 
s.”

–
Frankfurter termed the “occupied the field” concept a “metaphor” that 

arguably ignored “scrupulous regard for State action where Congress has not patently terminated 
it.”

–
Douglas’ “[i]t is difficult to imagine a man more intellectually 

eme Court than William Douglas.” 
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“
”

“ ” “

”

“

”

–

common law’s ability to protect natural capital through its
The “Background Principles” of Natural 

— Open Pandora’s Box?

– Ecosystem Services and the Common Law of “The Fragile Land 
” ’ –

–

–

–
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“

” “
’

”
’

“ ’
”

’

’
’

—
—

’ “

”

“progressive” 

–

–
Tarlock posits that “[e]nvironmental law is profoundly antithetical

function of the common law.”
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’

“ ” “

”
“

”

“
”

“makeshift compromise.” Richard A. Epstein, 

–
–

how the Court’s analysis departed from 

s Purposivism’s Last Refuge
–

Sagoff, “[n]uisance cases 

relief in tort or balance interests instead.” 
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’

’

–
2d 1971) (“Once 

is not ‘shall we,’ but ‘what kind, how much, how soon.’”)
–

1.3 thousand pounds daily of fluorides, and the court was convinced “of the feasibility of t
introduction” of technology to reduce the emissions. –

defendant’s claim that the Oregon Air Pollution law 
–
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’

’

Farber’ “

–

’
–

Michigan’s Act allowed courts to “supersede the common law of nuisance” and adopt “standards 
more precise”).

“an injunction is an extraordinary remedy which may be 
granted when the plaintiff establishes that his remedy at law is inadequate.”

iver Ass’n v. Lundeberg 
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”

“ ”

’

’

—

’

“

–

Participatory Democracy: The Bridge from Civil Rights to Women’s 
5, 21 (2003) (“
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” “

”

both the Civil Rights Movement and the second wave of the Women’s Movement ”).
“authority over a people can 

nts individuals the ability to participate in ‘making’ 
the laws they must obey.”

Yet “[m]any of the theoretical 

concept of participation but were often not very specific as to the forms of participatory channels.” 
—

eft wanted “a 

humane, and participatory system.” –
– Pateman’s 

Mill wrote that the first order of government is promoting the “virtue and intelligence” of the 
governed, he believed that could occur through a representative system that installed the “wisest 
members” into positions of power.
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“ ”

—
—

’

’

“presuppose that participatory democracy is now needed more than ever as a solution to the crisis 
”).

Statement) Tom Hayden wrote how “[t]he SDS call for a par

the Occupy Wall Street September 17 declaration.” Hayden,
Sanders’ premised upon a “revolution” in political participation 

– (1992) (“The 

y existence of American democracy.”).
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’

“
” 

—
—

“
”

—

–

EPA’s shoes approves a CAA permit, the challenge 

EPA’s decisions in the courts of appeal.
Owners Ass’n v. Nichols, 784 F.3d 500

“One can argue whether expert witnesses in bench trials can replicate the resources that 
to bear in deciding appropriate emissions standards.”
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—
—

—

’

’

new ozone standard reflects “an attempted compromise that left some businesses relieved and 
environmental and health leaders upset”).

Permian Basin Petroleum Ass’n v. Dept

’
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“

”

“
”

“
”

“

2 (“Instead of imposing a hard and fast solution 

the expert knowledge required for intelligent regulation.”)
–

The court effectively “tried” the reasonableness of alternative con

That court noted, “

anything better.”
—

Nat’l Wildlife Fed’n at’l Marine Fisheries Serv.
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”

’

’

’

—

’

– (2007) (“EPA enforcement, unfortu

enforcement activity is not particularly transparent.”).

– ; Joel A. Mintz, “
of Times”: EPA Enforcement During the Clinton Administration

(analyzing “an era of sharp contrasts, bitter partisan conflicts and, toward its end, some 
bold innovations and significant strides for the Agency’s enforcement efforts”)
“Treading Water”: A Preliminary Assessment of EPA Enforcement During

–
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“ ”

’

, at 44 (“Mission
give adequate evaluation to the environmental impact of their own activities.”).

Section 309 of the Clean Air Act: EPA’s Duty to Comment on 

California’s attempt to 

“[L]
. . . .”

(2015) (“

”)
(“[S]uggest[ing] that 

we move forward by examining more directly the concern for arbitrariness.”)

hat “there is no binary distinction between agency types [as 
either independent or executive]”); 

(concluding that presidential administration “both satisfies legal requirements 
nd promotes the values of administrative accountability and effectiveness”)
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— —

—

(arguing that “that the belief in a unitary executive does not derive from the framers themselves”).
Sax explained how “[t]he new ecological perspective” that agencies “have been asked 

To ask an agency to accommodate,” for instance, “the demand for roads with the demand for 
reaching public policy choices.” 

And “[t]o make such choices, traditional administrative agencies are peculiarly 
suited.”

Sax was troubled by the Justice Department’s 

when addressing the biases of agencies, he added that “the heart of the problem” is that some 
agencies are “single minded[]” and have “limited expertise.”

(“I think the Federal courts are 

Courts.”) (

“
by judges who lean heavily toward defendants in” certain types of cases).

– Politics is not necessarily “Democratic” or “Republican” but 

’
’

’
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’

—

—

“Judicial Politics”: Restoring the Michigan Supreme Court

(“Legal experts are predicting that elections to 
”).
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“

”

— —

Improving Agencies’ Preemption Expertise with 

–

Little Hocking Water Ass’n, Inc. v. E.I. du Pont Newmours 

’

–

’s
t’l
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“
”
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